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Abstract
The recent studies on GAN achieved impressive results in image synthesis. However, they are still not so perfect that output
images may contain unnatural regions. We propose a tuning method for generator networks trained by GAN to improve their
results by interactively removing unexpected objects and textures or changing the object colors. Our method could find and
ablate those units in the generator networks that are highly related to the specific regions or their colors. Compared to the
related studies, our proposed method can tune pre-trained generator networks without relying on any additional information like
segmentation-based networks. We built the interactive system based on our method, capable of tuning the generator networks
to make the resulting images as expected. The experiments show that our method could remove only unexpected objects and
textures. It could change the selected area color as well. The method also gives us some hints to discuss the properties of
generator networks which layers and units are associated with objects, textures, or colors.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Image processing; Neural networks; • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in
interaction design;

1. Introduction

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [GPM*14] have been
able to synthesize data that are often indistinguishable from real-
world data. They have been widely studied due to their outstanding
data generation capability, and a large number of algorithms have
been proposed. Some variants of GANs achieved impressive re-
sults for many real-world applications such as image synthesis and
editing [WXH17], audio enhancement [TL19], music generation
[YCY17], video super resolution [GK18], and so on.

Despite this tremendous success, it is still a difficult task to
train GANs because of many crucial problems like mode collapse
[GPM*14; AGL*17], vanishing gradient [GPM*14], and lack of
proper evaluation metrics [ZIE*18; Bor19]. Therefore, many stud-
ies focus on changing the network architectures and training pro-
cesses, such as mini-batch discrimination [SGZ*16], label smooth-
ing [SVI*16], two time-scale update rule [HRU*17], noise to inputs
[AB17], cycle-consistency loss [ZPIE17], adding self-attention
layer [ZGMO19], progressive growing techniques [KALL18] and
style-based generator [KLA19] to stabilize GANs training and im-
prove GANs performance. Some of them also provide highly var-
ied and large datasets, for instance, LSUN [YSZ*16], CelebA-HQ
[KALL18], and Flickr-Faces-HQ (FFHQ) [KLA19].

These improved network architectures, training techniques, and
high-quality datasets make the state-of-the-art GANs way better
than before, but they are still not perfect. They sometimes pro-

duce images that are unnatural. For example, Fig. 1 shows some
generated images of StyleGAN2 [KLA*20] trained on the largest
LSUN dataset, and it still outputs images sometimes with visible
artifacts or watermarks. It is of value tuning the generator networks
to produce outputs without such unnatural regions. We would like
to tackle this problem without changing the network architecture or
retraining the network with higher quality datasets, which are both
extremely expensive.

There are some studies about editing the generator networks of
GANs [BZS*18; BSP*19]. It is possible to find out some groups
of units that are closely related to objects by using a trained seg-
mentation network. The outputs of generators could be changed in
a meaningful way, such as adding or removing the objects through
manipulating some units. But it requires a trained segmentation net-
work as well as the generator network to figure out the precise re-
lations between units and objects.

Although deep neural networks are hard to explain and usu-
ally considered as black-box models, there are some techniques
[SCD*17; MLB*17; LL17; BZK*17] that could help us to find
relations between output and network units. Since most generator
networks of GANs are also deep neural networks, it gives us hints
that we could use these techniques for locating the related units rel-
evant to the specific region of generator output without additional
information like a trained segmentation network. It would be pos-
sible to improve the generator outputs by manipulating those units.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) Generated image of the bedroom by StyleGAN2 with visible artifacts; (c) Generated image of a cat by styleGAN2 with water-
marks and captions. Using our tuning method, the proposed method can let the network output (b) and (d) without retraining the network or
editing the images themselves.

We propose a tuning method for generator networks to improve
their results as expected. Without retraining the GANs, our method
could find the units related to the specific objects or textures which
allows us to remove them by ablating the corresponding units.
Compared to previous studies, our proposed method focuses on
tuning trained generator networks without retraining or relying
on any additional information like a segmentation-based network.
With our interactive system, it is easy to tune the generator net-
works for achieving the images that are as expected. Fig. 1(b) and
Fig. 1(d) show the outputs after tuning the generator networks with
our method.

The experiments show that our method could not only remove
unexpected regions but also could change the selected area color.
Our method could change unexpected regions while preserving
other preferable regions as the user specified. Interestingly, the
modification on a generator network for achieving an expected re-
sult with a latent vector may be effective for other results using
different latent vectors. It would be possible to analyze the func-
tionalities of units in a generator network which layers and units
are related to certain objects, textures, or colors. The method is
aimed at modifying the generator network which produces prefer-
able results, rather than achieving a single better output image. Our
method assumes that generator networks are convolutional neural
networks, which means it can be applied to most variants of GANs.
In this paper, we tested PGGAN and StyleGAN2, and our method
succeeded in modifying both of the generator networks.

In Section 2, we first introduce some research about how to
fine-tune the generator networks; then we note some studies about
how to calculate the relevance between the network output and its
units. Section 3 proposes our method of how to find those units that
have the highest relevance with the specific objects. Section 4 ex-
plains the details of our models and the datasets for experiments
and shows the experimental results of our method. We also discuss
the properties of the tested generator networks, which layers are
mainly associated with objects, textures, and colors. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 concludes our research and the tasks for the future.

2. Related Work

2.1. Methods for Modifying Generator Networks

Many parts of GAN can be interpreted not only as signals related
to the concept of objects but also as variables that are causally
related to the composition of objects in the output. These inter-
pretable effects can be used to compare, debug, modify, and infer
GAN models. GAN inversion [XZY*21] is a technique to examine
the relationship between a latent space and outputs, which is one
of the most active research area in recent days. For instance, Endo
proposed a method for editing layout of an image generated with
StyleGAN [End22]. The method allows editing the layout of Sytle-
GAN output images by manipulating the latent codes according to
the user’s inputs such as mouse dragging. It is based on latent space
exploration by training a latent transformer with synthetic data and
pseuod-user inputs. GAN inversion allows the user to explore the
latent space and to obtain a preferable instance of image. But it is
not aimed at modifying the network to produce natural results.

There have been some studies on editing the generator networks.
GAN dissection [BZS*18] is an analysis framework used to visu-
alize and understand GANs at different levels of abstraction from
each neuron, to each object, to the contextual relationship between
different objects. First, determining the set of interpretable units
related to the object concept requires a pre-trained segmentation
network. GAN dissection then participates in identifying the set of
units that caused the specific object to disappear or appear. Finally,
the contextual relationship between the object unit and its back-
ground will be obtained. This method is capable of determining
an interpretable structure and provides a window into the internal
mechanisms of GAN. Therefore, the knowledge of inserting the
concept of an object into a specific location in a new image and
interacting with other objects in the image is easy for humans to
understand. However, it cannot be applied to usual generator net-
works because it completely depends on a segmentation network
simultaneously trained with generator and discriminator networks.

The authors of GAN dissection have proposed a new scheme for
editing an input image [BSP*19]. It first estimates a latent vector
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Figure 2: Relevance values are calculated as the max/mean activation values within the user specified region. It exploits the location
information only.
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Figure 3: Relevance values are obtained with backpropagation, e.g., DTD in our implementation. It takes account of output RGB channels
as well as the location, which is crucial to handle color modification.

that produces a similar result as the input image by analyzing the
image. Then it allows the user to edit the output image of the gen-
erator network with the latent vector by applying GAN dissection.
Finally, it completes the details of the output image by matching
it with the original input image. Unfortunately, this method cannot
be applied to usual generator networks, because it is also based on
GAN dissection and requires the pre-trained segmentation network.

2.2. Network Explanation

Deep learning (DL) is a popular technology for processing large
or complex data in recent years. DL’s architecture is getting deeper
and deeper, and machines can calculate and optimize millions of
parameters, making it difficult for humans to track and recalcu-
late [BMA19]. Especially for Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), the
interpretability of the network is very poor comparing with the
lately improved prediction accuracy. On the other hand, there exists
an enormous need to understand the relationship between features
and predictions to win the trust of users in real-world applications.
Therefore, network explanation, namely, the techniques to explain
the relationship between features and predictions, is an important
issue in DNN. Some mechanisms must be provided for users to
know traces of reasoning performed and to establish patient, trust,
and fairness [Pre18].

The problem is that neural networks learn only from training
data, but it is hard to prepare sufficient appropriate annotations on
training data. Researchers have developed several so-called inter-
preters or explanators in an attempt to point out the attributions of

the specific outputs. There have been proposed a lot of techniques
in this area such as Deep Taylor Decomposition [MLB*17], Grad-
CAM [SCD*17], Shapley values [Rot88], informative heatmaps
[ZSBT18], grand tour [LZS20], saliency maps [SVZ14], and fea-
ture visualization [OMS17].

In this paper, we mainly used activation values that have been
used in informative heatmaps and feature visualization. We also
used Deep Taylor Decomposition to calculate the relevance be-
tween units and outputs. Our approach interactively explores the
units of a generator network instead of the latent space which usu-
ally requires additional training.

3. Method

From the consideration of Section 2.2, we could suspect that it
would be possible to improve generator networks by finding and
ablating some units related to unexpected regions of an output im-
age. The proposed approach allows the user to specify the unex-
pected region in a generated image; then, the method searches the
most relevant units to the specified region. The user may obtain
a modified image without the unexpected region by ablating the
relevant units. The key issue is to design efficient algorithms to
calculate the relevance of units from the user’s input. In this paper,
we propose two algorithms, respectively, based on activation values
and Deep Taylor Decomposition.

To be clarified, for a generator network G, a latent vector z is
firstly given. Once the latent vector z is given, a generated image
x, as well as activation values of all units in G are fixed. The user
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Figure 4: Examples of removing objects. (a) Original outputs of
StyleGAN2; (b) Specifying marks on unexpected regions; (c) Mod-
ified generator’s outputs.

specifies the unexpected region m in x. Our algorithms take G and
m as input, and outputs the relevance value of every unit u corre-
sponding to m by analyzing the activation values in G. After that,
our proposed method could sort the units by relevance values and
the user ablates some of the highest ones. Then, a modified genera-
tor network G′ generates a new image x′ with the same latent vector
z. If there are still unexpected regions in x′, the user can repeat the
above process until obtaining a satisfactory result.

3.1. Using Activation Values as Relevance

In a convolutional layer, a unit means a convolutional channel rep-
resented as a matrix spatially corresponding to the image. In the
case of a classification DNN, its output is a label or probability
of class that has no information about location in the image. There-
fore, it is important to locate the regions in the relevant units closely
related to the output. Informative heatmaps [ZSBT18] are aimed at
illustrating the relevant regions.

On the other hand, our algorithms take the region information m
as input. There is a simple and intuitive way to calculate the rele-
vance values of units, which is to count activation values coincident
with the specified region. For a given unit u, the proposed method

Figure 5: Left: examples of removing unnatural stains from PG-
GAN output. (a) The original output; (b) Specifying marks on unex-
pected regions; (c) Modified generator’s outputs. Right: examples
of removing unpleasant patterns from StyleGAN2. (a) The original
output; (b) Specifying marks on unexpected regions; (c) Modified
generator’s outputs.

first scales the unexpected region m to a matrix m′, which has the
same size as u. In matrix m′, those elements that coincide with m
will be set to one; others are set to zero. Then the Hadamard prod-
uct r = m′ ◦ u is calculated to obtain a relevance matrix r. As r is
still a matrix, its max value rmax or mean value rmean is regarded as
the relevance of the unit. This process can be accelerated by using
either adaptive max pool or adaptive mean pool. The procedure is
summarized in Fig. 2.

3.2. Relevance by Deep Taylor Decomposition

Deep Taylor Decomposition (DTD) could be used to explain the
generic DNNs. It is worth trying DTD on generator networks to
calculate the relevance of units, which can distinguish channels of
the output. The output image x has three channels if the output is
an RGB image. It is possible to take account of RGB channel infor-
mation to calculate relevance values by selecting channels as well
as the region. For instance, if we want to change the red channel,
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Figure 6: Examples of generated images with other latent vectors
with the same PGGAN generators as Fig. 5 left (a) and (c). (a)
Images are generated with the original generator; (b) Images are
generated with the modified generator.

then we only assign ones to the unexpected region in the R channel
and all zeros in the other two channels.

To use DTD on generator networks, the algorithm first takes an
intersection between the region m and the selected channels of x.
All the elements of the selected channels coincident with the se-
lected region are set to one while others are set to zero. The DTD
rules are applied to the activation maps as the backward computa-
tion. All the intermediate variables are saved as relevance values,
while the backward computation is processed. For every unit, the
relevance map is a matrix and, its max or mean value is used as the
relevance value. Fig. 3 shows the process described above.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experiment Settings

We build a prototype system to try our method using PGGAN and
StyleGAN2 that were trained on LSUN bedroom datasets. When
feeling a generated image unsatisfied, the user first puts some marks

on the unexpected regions of the image, and then the algorithms
calculate the units’ relevance values of the selected layers corre-
sponding to the specified region. Here, the selected layers could be
set to any layer or all layers. After sorting the units by their rele-
vance values, a new network obtained by ablating some of the most
relevant units generates a new image. If the new image is still un-
satisfied, the user can select the different layers or relevance com-
puting algorithm to get a new list of relevant units and can choose
to ablate other units until the resulting image becomes as expected.

4.2. Removing Unexpected Regions

Removing Objects

Sometimes GANs may generate images with unnatural objects. For
example, Fig. 4(a) shows some images generated by StyleGAN2
trained on the LSUN bedroom dataset that has strange small ob-
jects. As we described before, the user first puts marks on those
unexpected regions as shown in Fig. 4(b), the user selects to ablate
some units that our proposed method has judged most relevant to
the unexpected regions, and modified networks generate new im-
ages as shown in Fig. 4(c).

Removing Stains and Textures

Sometimes the unexpected regions can be seen as textures or stains
rather than objects. Especially for PGGAN, many generated images
have those strange textures as shown in the left image of Fig. 5(a)
and the three images of Fig. 6(a). The proposed method can remove
the strange textures as shown in the left image of Fig. 5(c). When
we tested StyleGAN2, we could also find some unpleasant textures,
like the right image of Fig. 5(a). Our method succeeds in removing
the patterns on the bedcovers. The right image of Fig. 5(c) is the
result generated by the modified generator network. Unfortunately,
the colors and wrinkles of bedcovers are also changed when the
user specifies large areas to be removed as seen from the results.
This is one of the limitations of our current system.

Once the user succeeds in removing unnatural textures from one
image with a certain latent vector, similar textures in other images
with different latent vectors are also removed. The examples are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The images in Fig. 6 are generated
with the original and modified generator of PGGAN with the same
condition as Fig. 5 left. The images in Fig. 7 are generated with
the original and modified generator of StyleGAN2 with the same
condition as Fig. 5 right. These results suggest that the ablated units
may have functions such as adding patterns to the bedsheets.

Removing Watermarks and Captions

The quality of the training datasets will certainly limit the model.
Sometimes it is difficult to have clean and large datasets. For in-
stance, the LSUN cat dataset is large enough. But the quality of
images is hard to guarantee because they are collected from the In-
ternet. Many images of the dataset have watermarks and captions,
and our StyleGAN2 generator network trained on the LSUN cat
dataset learned to generate the images with watermarks and cap-
tions.

Like the case of removing unnatural textures and stains, our
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Figure 7: Examples of generated images with other latent vectors
with the same StyleGAN2 generators as Fig. 5 right (a) and (c). (a)
Images are generated with the original generator; (b) Images are
generated with the modified generator.

method could easily solve this problem of the watermarks and cap-
tions by ablating the high-relevant units to the watermarks and cap-
tions of one image. Fig. 8 illustrates samples of removing water-
marks and captions. Fig. 8(a) is an output image generated with
the original generator network, which contains both a watermark
and caption. The user specified the region of the watermark as in
Fig. 8(c) and ablated two units in the network. The result of the
modified network is Fig. 8(d), which contains no watermark any
longer. The user also specified the region of the caption as in Fig.
8(e) and ablated a unit from the original network. The resulting im-
age generated with the new network is Fig. 8(f), which has no more
caption. After ablating all the units corresponding to the watermark
and caption, the generator network outputs an image as shown in
Fig. 8(b). Watermarks and captions also disappear in generated im-
ages with different latent vectors like the case of textures and stains.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 9.

Interestingly, our method is able to detect the units related
to some semantics such as textures, captions, and watermarks

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8: Examples of removing watermarks and captions. (a)
Original outputs of StyleGAN2; (b) Final generator’s outputs com-
bined (d) and (f); (c) Specifying marks on watermarks; (d) Modified
generator’s outputs based on (c); (e) Specifying marks on captions;
(f) Modified generator’s outputs based on (e).

only from the low-level spatial information without using any
segmentation-based network. The effect of multiple units ablation
leads to the combination of the effects of each unit ablations. For
instance, both watermarks and captions are eliminated from output
images when all units corresponding to watermarks and captions
are ablated.

4.3. Changing the Selected Area Colors

When using DTD, the user can select unexpected color channels as
well as the spatial region in the image. It allows the user to control
its colors. Our simple implementation is to mark ones at the spec-
ified area only in the selected channels and all zeros in the other
channels. This implementation uses DTD to calculate the relevance
between units and the specified area in the red, green, or blue chan-
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Figure 9: Examples of watermarks and captions with the same
generator as in Fig. 8(a) and (b). (a) Original outputs of StyleGAN2
with watermarks and captions; (b) Modified generator’s outputs.

nel. Fig. 10 illustrates that our method can change the color of the
specified area.

Now our method can remove objects and change colors. It is also
possible to combine them in the tuning process. Fig. 11 shows how
the user can tune a generator network to get a satisfactory result.
Unfortunately the capability of changing colors is very limited, be-
cause the method can only ablate units relevant to user-selected
channels but not increase or decrease effects of some channels. It is
difficult to imagine the results by selecting channels and to control
the amount of color change. We have to investigate the capability
of changing colors much further.

4.4. Removing Unexpected Objects while Preserving Others

Sometimes, our method may find the units that not only affect the
objects about which the user cares, but also other objects which the
user wants to maintain. The examples are shown in Fig. 12(c). For
solving this problem, our method first calculates the relevance r1
of units corresponding to the unexpected objects (to be removed).

Figure 10: Examples of changing selected area colors of PGGAN
outputs. (a) Original output; (b) Adding marks and selecting the
wanted channels (blue for the left one, green for the right one); (c)
Modified generator’s outputs.

Then it calculates the relevance r2 of units corresponding to the
expected objects (to be preserved). After that, the method uses
r = r1 −max(r2,0) as the new relevance value. The method can
filter out the units related to the expected regions from those hav-
ing high relevance to the unexpected regions. Fig. 12(e) shows that
the new method can remove unexpected objects marked with red in
Fig. 12(b) while preserving other objects marked with green in Fig.
12(d).

4.5. Discussion

Our implementation can immediately calculate the relevance val-
ues. The list of most relevant units, which is actually a set of tog-
gle buttons for switching activation/deactivation of relevant units,
can be updated in real time while the user is scribbling the unex-
pected regions. The image generation is also very quick so that the
resulting output image is instantly generated after changing units
selection with the toggle buttons. The modified image is displayed
each time a button pressed. In practice, it usually takes less than 5
minutes to tune a generator network to achieve a satisfactory result.
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Table 1: Details of ablated units and the relevance computing algorithm. Relevance comp. means the relevance computation method, Lx : y
means Unit y in Layer x, act. means activation values.

Images Ablated units Relevance comp. Generator
Fig. 4(c) left L5:10,37,424; L6:476,486; L7:68,340,505 Max act. StyleGAN2
Fig. 4(c) right L3:3,222,248; L5:355; L7:409; L8:387 Max act. StyleGAN2
Fig. 5(c) left / Fig. 6(b) L2:191,349,436; L3:56,268,310; L4:281; L5:246,332;

L7:104; L8:219
Max act. + Mean act. PGGAN

Fig. 5(c) right / Fig. 7(b) L5:94,375; L7:5,58,86,168,268,277,306,339,368,380,
465; L9:11,83,113,166,297,412; L11:159

Max act. + Mean act. StyleGAN2

Fig. 8(b) / Fig. 9(b) L2:390; L4:146; L5:88 Max act. + Mean act. StyleGAN2
Fig. 8(d) L4:146; L5:88 Max act. + Mean act. StyleGAN2
Fig. 8(f) L2:390 Max act. + Mean act. StyleGAN2
Fig. 10 left L11:23 DTD PGGAN
Fig. 10 right L12:9,55,2,30,49 DTD PGGAN
Fig. 11(b) L2:349 Max act. PGGAN
Fig. 11(c) L2:349,485; L4:281,222,462,363,256,348,146;

L5:246,139,171,385,457,200
Max act. + Mean act. PGGAN

Fig. 11(d) L2:349,485; L4:281,222,462,363,256,348,146;
L5:246,139,171,385,457,200; L6:336; L7:228; L12:55

Max act. + Mean act. + DTD PGGAN

Fig. 12(c) left L5:217,131,94,415,90,247,266,63 Max act. StyleGAN2
Fig. 12(e) left L5:439,333,131,90,63,183,113,224,247 Max act. StyleGAN2
Fig. 12(c) right L2:349,15 Max act. PGGAN
Fig. 12(e) right L3:451 Max act. PGGAN

Figure 11: Examples of removing objects and changing colors of
a PGGAN output. (a) The original output; (b) Removing the stain
on the left wall; (c) Removing the mirror on the right wall; (d)
Changing the color of the bedcover.

Table 1 shows the details of the ablated units and the used relevance
computation algorithms together with the generator networks to ob-
tain the images shown in Fig. 4 through Fig. 12. As seen from the

column of relevance computation algorithm, relevance calculated
with max activation values is usually effective if the region is small
as an object in Fig. 4 and Fig. 12 right; Otherwise, like a case of
textures and stains as in Fig. 5, relevance calculated with mean ac-
tivation values is also useful to tune generator networks.

Units of the middle layers of networks are ablated to remove
objects or textures. Sometimes, units from relatively early layers
are also ablated in the case of PGGAN, as seen in Fig. 5 left, Fig.
11, and Fig. 12 right. In order to change the color of output images,
DTD must be applied, and the very late layers, i.e., the very close
layers to the output, should be ablated as seen in Fig. 10. From
these empirical results, we can guess the properties of layers in the
generator networks.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper proposed an interactive method that pri-
marily changes a generator network to create an image with a spe-
cific latent vector as expected. The experiments show us that our
method can remove unexpected objects, textures, and watermarks.
Our improved method can remove unexpected objects while pre-
serving the others. It can also change the color of the specific areas.
However, the most important point is that the modified generator
network outputs other images (with different latent vectors) with-
out such patterns or watermarks, after the user removes patterns or
watermarks from one image. It suggests that our method can find a
group of units that causes understandable parts or features in out-
put images only from the low-level spatial information without us-
ing any additional information like segmentation-based networks.
In other word, our method succeeds to tune the generator network
to produce output images without unnatural regions based only on
the users’ interaction. It would be one of the most useful appli-
cations to remove watermarks from output images. The generator
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network must learn watermarks when the training dataset contains
watermarks. Lots of efforts should have been made to provide good
datasets without watermarks previously. The proposed method al-
lows to train GAN using datasets with watermarks. Although the
trained network learns watermarks, our method can change the net-
work to produce output images without watermarks.

The proposed method has some limitations. Due to the nature of
tuning, namely, ablation of selected units, it is merely capable of
removing the unexpected region or changing the color to some ex-
tent, but not modifying image layout or adding some objects into
the image. Especially the ability of changing color is very limited
in our current implementation. Our method can find the units that
are most relevant to the specific region and we have succeeded to
remove anything from images in our experiments. But it is not guar-
anteed that a preferable result can be obtained by ablating the top
(most relevant) unit. An acceptable result may be achieved by ablat-
ing a few top units when a PGGAN generator network is used and
the unexpected region is small as in Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 12 right.
However, several units must be removed to achieve satisfactory re-
sults if a StyleGAN2 generator network is used or the unexpected
regions are rather large. The user must carefully select units from
the top related units (not simply the top unit). We also found some
side effects so that other region might be incidentally changed by
the unit ablation. The ablation of units for a large area may affect
other features like colors and wrinkles as in Fig. 5(c), which is also
a limitation of our method. The generality of the network tuning
is an open question. The similar kind of unexpected regions may
be mostly removed from outputs generated with other latent vec-
tors. But it is not guaranteed if the modified network can produce
satisfactory outputs with any other latent vectors. It is also worth
trying more models on different datasets for future work. We may
find more facts about GANs by testing more models and datasets.
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